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FLUID SYSTEMS AFRICA –
YOUR FLUID SYSTEM PARTNER
Fluid Systems Africa supplies a comprehensive range of high quality products for your ﬂuid system requirements.
We oﬀer a complete basket of products to assist you in reducing procurement costs and time, while maintaining the
highest levels of quality and safety in your facility. Our customers include mining, chemical/petrochemical industry,
oil & gas, pharmaceutical, energy generation, general industry, gas production and storage, food and beverage
manufacturing and more. We cover the entire African continent with service agents in most regions.
Our product range includes large bore pipe couplings, instrumentation valves and ﬁttings, sample conditioning
system, portable sample systems, sample probes, pressure andtemperature transmitters, particulate and
coalescing ﬁltration products, steam and electrically traced tubing,pressure regulators, safety relief and shut-oﬀ
valves process valves, and general industrial supplies.

Please contact us with your enquiries:
Fluid Systems Africa | Tel: 087 551 1677 | Email: Stuart@ﬂuidsystemsafrica.co.za
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Editorial Comment

Let the economy harvest from LNG resources
sovereign wealth fund to amass US$ 96
billion over time.

A
Andrew Maramwidze (Editor)

N

Kudos!, to the central bank authorities,
the think-tanks are real compatriots, passionately crafting ways to save for tomorrow, just like individuals and companies,
the nation needs to have reserved coffers
that can only be tapped into during times
of need.
In addition, the development will improve
the country’s credit rating, lenders and
borrowers are keen to spend their money
on those that have something to fall on, if
anything goes wrong.
Once the fund is in place, many positive
developments are expected, the economy has been thirsty for such positive developments and the fund is an appropriate quench.
According to the central bank the fund will

build up savings and contribute to fiscal
stability when commodity prices fluctuate.
In addition, legislators would regulate the
fund with the ministry of economy and finance managing it, while the central bank
will manage the fund’s operations and implement its investment policy.
However though critics of the LNG projects have already said ordinary citizens
are unlikely to benefit, citing concerns
over corruption, while developing the gas
will have a harmful environmental impact.
We are hoping for a positive development,
one that will make everyone celebrate.
Remember to share comments, letters
and opinions with us.
Enjoy the read!

atural resources are the bedrock
of many economies across the
globe and it is very normal for
the local authorities to prepare exploiting
LNG proceeds positively.
Yes, positively we say: let no corruption
creep into the envisaged sovereign wealth
fund being mooted.
Plans are already in the pipeline to wisely convert huge revenue falls anticipated
from on-going liquefied natural gas projects, into a savings plan.
With first production due in 2022 from the
smallest of the three LNG planned projects, the central bank intends to create a

www.mozambiqueminingjournal.com 										
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News Briefs
COVID-19 affects emeralds, rubies auctions
Gemfields’ interim losses mounted by 556 percent during the
six months to the end of June, the company has reported.The
global supplier of African emeralds and rubies already intends
to approach shareholders for a rights issue to raise funds.
The company said it was able to host only one auction during
the period in the Kagem mine in Lusaka, Zambia in February,
yielding revenues of $11.4m from the sale of commercial quality emeralds.
Mozambique’s Montepuez Ruby Mining Limitada (MRM) was
unable to hold its usual June mixed quality ruby auction as
a result of the various COVID-19 restrictions and as a result,
generated no revenue for the period.
During the same period in 2019, the Mozambican and Zambian operations generated revenues of $50m and $33.2mn,
respectively.
Chairperson Martin Tolcher said the COVID-19 pandemic had
resulted in significant disruption for Gemfields as well as the
wider gemstone sector.
Gemfields eyes Chinese market

Multibillion-dollar gas projects are transforming Mozambique’s economy
and are leading to prosperity, progress for the nation.
SA to support Mozambique
South Africa has reiterated its commitment to assist the Mozambican government to advantage of its gas booming market.
South Africa’s deputy Minister Trade of Industry and Competition, Nomalungelo Gina said her government would bolster bilateral relations between the
two countries for the betterment and prosperous Africa.
“South Africa is one of Mozambique’s great and major trading partner and is
also a major investor in Mozambique.
“It is also among South Africa’s top five trading partners in Africa, our political and economic relations have remained strong and vibrant over the
years,” Gina said.
Savannah Resources to raise £2.3m
Savannah Resources launched a share placing to raise £2.3m to help develop Barroso lithium and Mutamba Mineral sands projects.
Savannah Resources said proceeds would supplement existing working
capital as it continued to advance its Mina do Barroso lithium project in Portugal and Mutamba Mineral sands joint venture in Mozambique.

Gemfields is stepping up efforts to market its emeralds and
rubies in China after a report highlighted the ‘huge potential’
for ethically sourced gems in the Chinese market.
The Precious gemstones miner recently concluded that now
is the time to seize the opportunity of meeting Chinese consumers’ expectations of corporate responsibility and sustainability.
According to a document dubbed: ‘Sustainability: The Future
of Coloured Gemstones in China’, up to 35 percent of Chinese
jewellery owners plan to acquire rubies, and 25 percent expect to buy emeralds in the near future.
The findings point to an opportunity for the coloured gemstone industry, if pieces are marketed correctly.
Lithium demand to more than double by 2024
With the annual production of electric vehicles (EVs) set to
grow from 3.4 million in 2020 to 12.7 million in 2024, and battery production growing from 95.3GWh to 410.5GWh over the
same period, demand for lithium is expected to rise from a
forecasted 47.3kt in 2020 to 117.4kt in 2024 at a 25.5percent
compound annual growth rate (CAGR), according to GlobalData, a leading data and analytics company.
Vinneth Bajaj, Senior Mining Analyst at GlobalData said lithium
metal production is expected to reach 134.7kt versus 58.8kt
in 2020.
This follows a significant 18.2 percent decline in 2019 to
78.2kt, resulting from sluggish global EV sales and a steep
fall in prices, which, in turn, encouraged reduced production
levels.
President scoops global energy sector award
President Filipe Nyusi has been selected as Africa Oil & Power’s Person of the Year for 2020.
The prestigious award is presented to exceptional individuals
who display true leadership and innovate thinking in steering
their countries or organisations to the forefront of the global
energy sector.
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Cover Story

Savings plan for LNG finances on the cards

W

ith huge revenue falls
anticipated from on-going
liquefied natural gas projects,
government is already putting in place a
savings plan.
The central bank intends to create a sovereign wealth fund, in anticipation of a
possible windfall of US$ 96 billion over
time from LNG, with first production due
in 2022 from the smallest of the three
projects planned.
The anticipated windfall is more than six
times the size of its current gross domestic product (GDP).
Some of the anticipated multi-billion
dollar LNG projects under-construction
include: Coral South FLNG and Mozambique LNG and analyst have already concluded that the country is on its way to

become a global gas market and competitive African energy frontier.
According to the central bank the fund will
build up savings and contribute to fiscal
stability when commodity prices fluctuate.
In addition, legislators would regulate the
fund with the ministry of economy and finance managing it, while the central bank
will manage the fund’s operations and implement its investment policy.
The proposed name of the sovereign
wealth fund is FUNDO SOBERANO PARA
MOÇAMBIQUE.
Critics of the LNG projects say ordinary
citizens are unlikely to benefit, citing concerns over corruption, while developing
the gas will have a harmful environmental

impact.
The sentiments comes at the backdrop of
the economy being hit in recent years by
a $2 billion scandal which saw millions in
government guaranteed loans vanish.
The country has since charged several high profile figures and is challenging
some of the guarantees in court.
There are also concerns that developing the LNG projects could aggravate a
rapidly worsening conflict with Islamist
insurgents, which has seen hundreds of
civilians killed and displaced many more.
However, the central bank has put out a
call for public input on its proposals, for
the sovereign fund after which it will submit to the government.

www.mozambiqueminingjournal.com 										
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General News

Balama to start production without delay
…once travel restrictions are lifted

S

yrah Resources has plans to
restart production promptly at
Balama mine once travel restrictions are eased.
The decision is also expected to be
spurred by improved natural graphite end
user demand.

“Positions for 220 staff will be retained at
Balama to ensure preservation of operational expertise to support recommencement of production once COVID 19 related travel restrictions are eased and
improved end user demand is observed,”
said Shaun Verner, Syrah Resources’
Managing Director.

Authorities at Syrah said initiatives to preserve cash during the period that production remains suspended include minimisation or deferring of capital works, further
negotiation of key contract costs and labour force reductions.

Verner said the lead time to recommence
production post implementation of the
labour restructure is expected to be two
to three months, which reflects the time
required to re-establish a full complement
of labour to operate Balama.

“The company undertook a labour restructure that reduced the Balama headcount by 65 percent during the period of
suspended production, as well as other
roles across the group.

Production at Balama has remained suspended following the end for the half-year
ended 30 June, due to the impacts of
COVID 19.

ness include travel restrictions that limit the mobility of the Balama workforce
and weak end user demand due to lockdowns, mobility restrictions and economic uncertainty negatively impacting electric vehicle sales.
However, an operational review was completed post the interim financial period in
the context of high conviction in eventual
resumption of demand growth, but challenging immediate term market conditions.

The specific factors impacting the busi-

Allied
CrAne Hire

Crane hire
Rigging
Lifting consultancy
Transportation
www.alliedcranehire.co.za

Branches covering Sub-Saharan Africa
24 Hour service - 7 days a week

+27 14 538 2244 info@alliedcranehire.co.za
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General News

Dredge relocation completed for Moma
Titanium

K

enmare operators of Moma Titanium Minerals Mine has
completed the relocation of the dredge, which forms
part of the Wet Concentrator Plant (WCP) B mining
operation. “Completing the relocation of WCP B’s dredge safely
and within the expected timeframe is an important milestone for
the project.
“The 23km purpose-built road performed well and we are confident in its ability to support the WCP in the coming days.
We look forward to providing another update when the relocation and safe offloading of WCP B has been achieved,” said Michael Carvill, Managing Director at Kenmare.
Kenmare previously announced three development projects that
together have the objective of increasing annual ilmenite production to 1.2 million tonnes (plus co-products) on a sustainable
basis from 2021, with the move of WCP B to the high grade
Pilivili ore zone being the final project.
The increased production is expected to significantly lower cash
operating costs to between US$125 and US$135 per tonne (in
2020 real terms).
Consequently, from 2021 the Group expects to be positioned in
the first quartile of the industry revenue to cost (or margin) curve,
supporting stronger free cash flow generation and providing for
increased shareholder returns.
The dredge was transported 23 kilometres (km) along a purpose-built road from its previous mining area at Namalope to a
new high grade ore zone called Pilivili and has now been placed
onto concrete plinths at its destination.
The move was undertaken using platform vehicles called
self-propelled modular transporters (SPMTs) by a specialist
heavy lifting and transport contractor. Following the successful
relocation of the dredge, the SPMTs are returning to Namalope
to transport the WCP along the same route.

DISTRIBUTION
PARTNERS
REQUIRED!

EMAIL US FOR MORE
INFORMATION!

ROCK DRILLING

DEMOLITION

CONTRACTORS’

SALES@PADLEY-VENABLES.COM
WWW.PADLEY-VENABLES.COM

TEL: +44 (0) 1246 299 100
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Environmentalist threaten onshore LNG plant

F

ears of western environmentalist interfering with
the country’s transformational first onshore LNG
plant are looming.

informed radical activist have attempted to interfere with Africa’s energy industry in ways that do not help poor Africans but serve their own
interest.

NJ Ayuk, Executive Chairman, African Energy Chamber
in an opinion piece published recently said disheartening
to learn that a UK-based environmental group is pursuing
actions that could jeopardize the project’s timely progression, all in the name of preventing climate change.

“International organizations, including the World Bank, and private
investors, under pressure by environmental groups, have been dropping support for African fossil fuel production. A lot of poor people are
suffering from this and hundreds of millions more will if we to change
direction.”

“Friends of the Earth has said it will initiate a legal challenge against the UK’s decision to provide $1 billion in
funding for the Mozambique LNG project,” said Ayuk.

LNG to be produced at the plant will provide affordable energy for Mozambique that is needed urgently. Only about 29 percent of the population has access to electricity today, hindering health and education
is impacted and also sustainable economic growth is an uphill climb.

He bemoaned that it is not the first time that not so well

Green Transport and Logistics Limitada
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Volvo construction equipment in Mozambique.
Type of equipment include excavators,
wheel loaders, tipper trucks, articulated
dump trucks.

G

reen Transport and Logistics
Limitada “GTL” specialises in
providing logistics solutions for
bulk material handling in Mozambique.
GTL supplies, operates and maintains

A comprehensive Health, Safety and Environment plan is integrated within GTL’s
service delivery, ensuring the safety of its
people and environment.

smart logistic solutions.
Contact: Arlindo Machava
Tel: 			+258 84 309 7887
Email: sales@gtl.co.mz
Web:			www.gtl.co.mz

GTL is a performance-based company,
with experience at working 24hours a day
in environments where uptime is critical
for efficient production. GTL delivers to
its customers a high quality of service and

www.mozambiqueminingjournal.com
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General News

Investors warned on preliminary assessment

P

reliminary economic assessments (PEAs) are no
foundation for production decisions in mining
projects, and serve little basis for detailed value-creation forecasts.
“The dire state of the global economy may be prompting
the considerable number of PEAs being published,” said
Roger Dixon, corporate consultant at SRK Consulting.
“Investors should be reminded that there is not much value in the detailed value projections that often accompany
these assessments.”
Dixon noted that many PEAs include calculations on envisaged production levels, capital costs, operational costs
and even net present values (NPVs) and internal rates of
return (IRRs).

He warned that PEAs were not intended to be the basis for production
or investment decisions, but rather to be stepping stones in a much
longer and more focused scientific and engineering process.
“The way that PEAs are reported in the media – where there is seldom
space for all the necessary disclaimers – can also make a project appear more attractive than it should,” he said. “In reality, a PEA does little to demonstrate economic viability, and projects at this stage of development typically have a high risk of economic or technical failure.”
He highlighted that there is a wide range of modifying factors – including increasingly important social and environmental impacts – that
mining projects had to explore and mitigate before a mine’s viability
could be fully assessed.

“Setting out these indicators in exact dollars and cents
tends to belie the many assumptions that must be made
at this stage in a project,” he said.
“At best, it is a somewhat fruitless exercise to attach such
exact numbers to a PEA – while at worst it could be highly
misleading. There are just so many assumptions that are
being made at this stage in a development, which have yet
to be tested scientifically by technical studies.”
He acknowledged that stock exchange regulators do
make special provision for PEAs, and that they do have
a role in the project planning pipeline. Canada’s National
Instrument 43-101, developed after the 1997 Bre-X scandal, recognises PEAs as one type of economic analysis of
a mineral resource’s potential viability.
“Regulators highlight, however, that PEAs have severe
limitations,” he said.
“For instance, they tend to be overly reliant on converting
Inferred Resources to Indicated Resources; they may also
be misleading if they treat Inferred Resources as Mineral
Reserves.”
Dixon said inferred Resources represent the lowest level
of confidence in geological estimation.
Reading media reports of mining project PEAs brings
home this risk, he says, with some projects showing that
a third or more of the mineralised material they employ in
their models is in the Inferred Resource category.
The NI 43-101 requires that a PEA that includes Inferred
Resources in its modelling must have a qualifying statement to clarify that these are too speculative geologically
to have economic considerations applied to them.

New Winds is an electrical and mechanical
engineering company with 45 years experience
in the mining, railways and industrial sectors of
South Africa, Mozambique and other parts in
Africa.
We specialise in repairs, rewinds and sales
of the following :
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

AC / DC Electrical motors (HV / LV)
Traction Motors (Locomotive motors)
Transformers (Agents for TESAR)
Generators (Standby Silent Diesel Type)
Alternators
Mini-Subs
Vibrators
Oil purifying (field services)
Etc.

for further information go to:
www.newwindsgroup.co.za
General Enquiries
Email : newwinds@mweb.co.za
Tel: +27 (0) 16 365 - 5231

“PEAs also tend to underestimate the costs and complexities of a project, and create expectations for indicators
like NPV and IRR that may not be achieved in later studies
– such as Prefeasibility and Feasibility studies,” said Dixon. “They also often use overly optimistic metal recoveries
and metal price assumptions.”
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Kibo, Baobab seal
power agreement deal

K

ibo Energy is negotiating a power purchase
agreement (PPA) to supply 200MW energy to
Baobab Resources’ Tete steel and vanadium project.

According to the company, since the initial announcement on
the binding term sheet with Baobab, an advanced draft PPA
has been prepared.
“We continue to make significant progress with both our projects in Mozambique. The integration study and EPC review
referred to above was done in record time by our consultants
and EPC, despite extreme challenges amidst COVID-19 and
we now look forward to completing the PPA in the coming
weeks.
“The finalisation of this PPA with Baobab is an exciting and
significant development for our company and we are firmly
focused on concluding the terms of this deal,” said Louis Coetzee, Chief Executive Officer of Kibo Energy.
Kibo said will continue to work along with Baobab to expeditiously agree and finalize a final PPA and a comprehensive
integration study to assess the feasibility of a 400 MW combined project for the Baobab Project and BPPP has been
completed; and
Meanwhile Kibo said an extensive review by our preferred engineering; procurement and construction contractor (EPC) to
provide an indicative EPC price for the purposes of agreeing
commercial terms in the Baobab PPA has been completed.
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SA SCO A FR IC A is the industry leader in

weighing solutions; Weighbridge and Software.

RELEVANCE OF INTEGRATED
WEIGHING SOFTWARE
• Africa has the largest mineral industry in the world which is dominated by business leaders, pioneers
in investing and developing businesses in the fastest growing continent on the globe but also the most
volatile and most challenging.
Achieving economic success under conditions of
investment complexity, combined with volatility and
multiple other challenges, requires a commitment to
absolute operational control.

process and secondly if all the data associated with
the weighing process is seamlessly available to decision
makers real time.

We at Sasco believe in the importance of operational
controls, and as the market leader in weighing, our passion
is developing weighing solutions which deliver complete
control.

Together with our passion for weighing systems that
deliver control, we also believe in delivering cost-effective
solutions that work. In the context of “weighing automation”
and “weighing data” this means standardization through a
building block approach to weighing software solutions.

In the context of the African continent, where there
are currently over 1100 mining projects in 53 countries
covering 125 types of minerals, our passion has
great relevance, because most mines determine their
commercial outputs based on weight.

In a nutshell, Sasco has through our experience in
developing bespoke weighing solutions, realized that most
weighing automation and weighing data requirements in
the mining sector are very similar across customers.

Mines use an array of weighing equipment both above and
below ground including rail-in-motion systems, hoppers,
belt scales, rail weighbridges and road weighbridges. All
of which Sasco supplies and supports and all of which we
ensure are reliable and highly accurate.

The optimal solution is, therefore, one which is built on
a proven standard platform, and which has the inbuilt
functionality to provide an array of additional
automation and data integration features to be “turned on”
simply through upgrading User Licenses.

This array of weighing equipment does not in itself deliver
operational control. Operational control is only secured if,
firstly a sufficient degree of automation is also introduced
to avoid corrupt activities arising during the weighing

This solution is Sasco ProWeigh+, and we invite you to share
your automation control and data integration enquiries
with us.

SMART SUPPORT
0861 422 134
OR +27 83 680 0722

E-mail: info@sascoafrica.com

GROUP SUPPORT H/O

Web: www.sascoafrica.com

2 Blackburn Street

24 hours, 7 Days a week

Apex Industrial | Benoni

Accurately Weighing Africa

Fingerprint, Smart Card, Barcode Identification

Software Integration:

In Motion Rail Weighing

•

ERP

•

Business Intelligence

•

Reporting

Message Display

Number Plate Recognition Camera

Heavy Duty Weighbridge

SASCO is a dynamic weighing solutions focused company which procures and supports a leading range of
global sourced industrial weighing technologies. Sasco has the highest metrological ranking of any South African
company, and as a result of our experience gained through 100 years of operation, we are uniquely positioned to
specify and supply optimal weighing equipment, automation and weighing information data solutions to Southern
Africa’s leading industrial companies. Sasco reputation has been built on innovation and choice underpinned by
professionalism, modernity and experience.
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Atlas Copco surface rock drills pushes up
productivity

T

he latest edition of surface rock
drill at Atlas Copco fitted with
eco-friendly power packs are
now on offer.
“Atlas Copco’s new surface rock drills,
the SRD range, is everything you want
from a tool – reliability, efficiency, minimum maintenance, rapid service and low
operating costs,” says Atlas Copco Power Technique’s Business Line Manager for
Portable Products, David Stanford.
Owing to an ergonomic design, these
powerful pneumatic rock drills are lightweight, versatile and easy-to-handle, getting the job done seamlessly, productively
and safely.
Engineered to perform optimally even
under the toughest of working environments, these robust tools are ideal for
drilling and breaking applications in construction and quarrying.
Thanks to the smart Solid / Single Body
design, the pneumatic tools which are
available in 20kg and 25kg versions,
boast a world-class power-to-weight ra-

tio making them well-balanced for easy,
comfortable operation.
The solid housing eliminates leakages
and increases cylinder lifecycle while fewer moving parts means less wear. In addition, these one-piece machines are easy
to assemble and disassemble, facilitating
service and maximising up time.
The SRDs are equipped with Assisted
Flushing Technology which is activated
by opening the flashing valve to allow an
additional flow of compressed air through
a pathway in the cylinder to flush the drill
hole while operating. “This technology
can improve productivity by up to 17 percent,” said Stanford.

tion Systems) enabled which lessens the
impact of vibrations, making it possible to
extend working hours up to six-fold.
In order to further shrink vibration and
wear, the tool’s piston switches on
air-cushions on both ends of the cylinder,
almost fully eliminating metal-to-metal
contact when working off-load. The vibration level of the SRD 25 is 50 percent lower compared to previous generation tools.
Atlas Copco has developed a pneumatic
dust collector to protect operators from
the large amounts of silica dust produced
during drilling and breaking.

Stanford draws attention to Atlas Copco’s a zero-compromise approach when
it comes to operator safety and comfort,
stressing that Atlas Copco places operators at the core of its tool design. The
two-step SOFTSTART™ trigger gives operators full control enabling them to start
a cut with surgical precision even under
difficult conditions. In addition, these
tools are HAPS™ (Hand and Arm Protec-

www.mozambiqueminingjournal.com 										
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COVID-19 slow down global gold output

S

despite the falling output,” said Vinneth
Bajaj, Senior Mining Analyst.

GlobalData, a leading data and analytics company says almost all of the top
producers are expected to witness a decline in the production levels during 2020
owing to the pandemic and consequent
lockdowns in several key markets, such
as South Africa.

According to statistics, production from
the two companies more than halved
in the second quarter from a collective
2.9moz in the second quarter 2019 to
1.4moz in second quarter of 2020.

hutting and suspensions of
mines due to COVID-19
restrictions, primarily during the
second quarter is expected to result in a
1.7 percent decline in the global gold production in 2020.

Two of the largest producers - Newmont
and Barrick Gold reduced their guidance
from a collective 11.6 million ounces
(moz) to around 11moz.

Operations at Barrick’s Veladero and
Porgera mines and Newmont’s Cerro Negro, Yanacocha, Eleonore, Penasquito
and Musselwhite were temporarily suspended for most of April and May 2020
due to the outbreak.

“The widespread uncertainty due to the
fear of a possible global economic downturn, however, pushed gold prices to an
all-time high in August 2020, and they
remain around US$2,000/oz, supporting
profit growth for a number of gold miners,

Meanwhile, Anglogold Ashanti and
Kinross have suspended their outlook
for 2020, while Polyus Gold’s guidance
remains the same. COVID-19 restrictions
on AngloGold Ashanti’s South African
operations which led to a 63koz year-onyear drop in the output in H1 2020, while
the company’s overall decline for H1 2020
was 85koz.
“Other factors that have impacted the
leading companies’ output during 2020
have been lower ore grades and sale of
assets. In Newcrest’s case, output was
lower due to the sale of the Gosowong
mine to Indotan Halmahera in March,
whilst Newmont sold its Red Lake project
in April and Kalgoorlie projects in the beginning of 2020,” said Bajaj.

Connect with
your future today.
For industry intelligence for the SADC resources sector, and excellent market
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New Industry
Trends & Technology

Cleaning up liquid
spills at mines

S

trict health and safety regulations in the mining
industry mean that any liquid spills in workshop
areas or elsewhere need to be cleaned quickly
and effectively.
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Now on offer is a completely natural, mineral product
called Gunge Spunge® .produced by South African manufacturer Pratley.
Gunge Spunge® is the ideal product for cleaning up any
liquid spills, including petrol, diesel, oil, sewage and other
nuisance liquids.

Industrial Engines is the Mozambique dealer for Volvo Penta for
Industrial and Marine segments. Our cultural values are in line
with Volvo Group and include customer focus, passion, teamwork and professionalism. The Volvo Penta dealership supports
all engine models with diagnostic testing, parts, warranty, maintenance, and repair services.

Genuine Volvo Penta Parts
Industrial Engines stock Volvo Penta parts such as filters, oils
and coolant. All Genuine Volvo Penta Parts and Accessories (excluding wear parts) that are supplied by Industrial Engines come
with a 12-month warranty as

Sawdust and other flammable materials were traditionally used to clean up highly combustible hydrocarbons.
This is not only ineffective but also potentially hazardous.
In fact, many mines and municipal by-laws now prohibit
their use.
Gunge Spunge® offers the ideal solution in that it is extremely effective, non-flammable and eco-friendly, according to Pratley Marketing Manager, Eldon Kruger.
Gunge Spunge® is processed from a specific mineral
that is 100 percent naturally occurring and is completely
non-toxic.
Apart from its desiccating properties, whereby it absorbs
moisture in confined areas prone to damp, it also has
cation absorption properties, allowing it to absorb rather
than mask odours. This ensures that odours are eliminated for good.

Volvo Penta Service Technicians

Generating Sets

Industrial Engines Volvo Penta Professionals are trained to provide technical service and repairs. Technicians are
equipped with the necessary on-site diagnostic and service tools. The technicians are skilled to repair and rebuild all
types of engines.

Industrial Engines supports customers
with generating sets powered by Volvo
Penta and other brands.

Marine
All marine commercial and leisure applications are supported by Industrial Engines.

Extensive testing by Pratley’s world-class research and
development team has proven the application of Gunge
Spunge® in arduous operating environments such as
mines.
Gunge Spunge® is supplied in 12 kg bags, although special arrangements can be made for the larger quantities
required by the mining industry in particular.

To find out more about how Industrial Engines contact:
Industrial Engines Limitada
Tel: +258 87 914 1774
Email: sales@ie.co.mz
www.mozambiqueminingjournal.com
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Tools to fight Covid-19 from Advanced
In these uncertain times, Advanced is taking a proactive approach in combatting the
dreaded Covid-19 pandemic. Advanced is rising to the challenge to the point where they
are focusing the company’s resources, engineering capability, supply chain management,
R&D resources, financial ability and skills base to endeavor to assist their clients in bringing
this pandemic under control and to protect staff and their families.
In this regard, they have developed a multipronged infectious disease control approach that they
can now bring to the market. The first of which is their Advanced VITA HOCl Solution.
The Advanced VITA hypochlorous acid (HOCL) sanitising solution is effective against SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes Covid-19.
VITA, which is completely safe for humans and the environment, comprises stabilised HOCL and is one of the most potent and
cost-effective sanitisers on the market. Between 100 and 300 times more effective than bleach as a disinfectant, VITA oxidises the
cell wall of pathogens, causing the cell wall to rupture or programming cell death. It is effective in killing all pathogens, microbes,
prions, biofilm and viruses, and has been approved by the US Environmental Protection Agency for use against SARS-CoV-2.
Even a 70% alcohol solution, as well as most other disinfectants, cannot kill bacterial spores or prions.
Biofilm is problematic in many industries, including hospitals, medicine, pharmaceutical, dentistry, food processing plants and
water treatment, as a major source of recontamination.
VITA is highly effective in killing and removing biofilm, which most sanitisers are largely ineffective against. VITA can be applied with
fogging, misting, humidifying and spraying, depending on the application requirement. The product leaves no chemical residue and
there is no need to rinse treated areas with water after the application. The product can be used as a spray in emergency decontamination programmes or as a spray/mist in spray booths and tunnels. VITA can also be sprayed to decontaminate primary infection
points on patients.
Because of the electrostatic nature of the application process, the droplets will be far-reaching and penetrate cracks and hard to
reach places, providing for overall surface decontamination.
Advanced also supplies decontamination kits for the protection of employees, offices and assets. The kit includes a backpack-type
harness, gravity-flow spray gun, five face shields, five reusable chemical protective white coveralls with hoods, 20 KN95 face
masks, ten pairs of chemical protective gloves, a heavy-duty carry box, 100 of approved disinfectant (HOCL) and a disinfectant
solution for use in a portable kit.
To sanitise mass entrance and exit points using a fine mist, Advanced offers the Spray Safe sanitising safety tunnel. This product
includes SS 304 square tube frame with opaque polycarb sheet covers for the sides and roof, a plug-and-play pumping unit and an
SS instrument HP mist manifold with six 0.2 mm
sanitising mist nozzles.
The pump has a working pressure of 70~65 kgf/cm2,
suction volume of 0.9~1/min and 1 000 pounds per
square inch operating pressure for an optimal misting
effect using the narrowest orifice nozzles. A dual
bearing design lowers the pump’s heat and noise
level to 75 dB, while an automatic pressure valve
controls the consistency of the pump pressure. The
pump also comprises a patented internal rinse
cooling design to increase its operating life.
Further, special Viton seals for use with sanitisers are
also included, as is a nickel-plated forged brass manifold that is rust and corrosion resistant. A dual
analogue timer can be used to set exact intervals for
misting and stopping, with Spray Safe also equipped
with beam-activated entry and auto stop.
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Wacker Neuson gears up on customer service

M

acker Neuson Group
manufacturer of light and
compact equipment with over
50 affiliates and 150 sales and service
stations has geared up to improve its customer service excellence.
The development is marked by the recent
appointment of a new national service
manager and the creation of a new spare
parts team leader position.
“Our new National Service Manager, Lionel Hearne, is no stranger to Wacker
Neuson. Having managed our Cape Town
service department where he successfully implemented a number of processes
and procedures, Lionel brings invaluable
experience to the Wacker Neuson service
table,” said Dennis Vietze, Managing Director of Wacker Neuson Sub-Saharan
Africa.
In August this year, Jacques Carelse took
up the reigns as Spare Parts Team Leader
bringing with him a wealth of knowledge
on after-sales service in the LE (Light
Equipment) and CE (Compact Equipment)
industry. Wacker Neuson also appointed
a new Warehouse Manager, Malan Fourie, who is responsible for Supply Chain
Management.
Wacker Neuson’s state-of-the-art workshop takes care of all types of service repairs on Wacker Neuson Le and CE.
The company has also increased its
service fleet with a service vehicle in
Gauteng, covering surrounding provinces
and one in Kwazulu-Natal and the Western Cape.
In addition to fast-moving parts, all three
service vehicles are fully equipped with
all the necessary tooling and diagnostic
tools.
This year has also seen Wacker Neuson
signing a non-exclusive Service Partnership agreement with Craig’s Repairs &
Technical Services (CRTS).
CRTS will be included in the repair, service, maintenance and support of certain
customers to ensure smooth on-site service and repair of Wacker Neuson machines. CRTS also carries stock of certain
fast moving items.
“To achieve our endeavour to have onsite breakdowns repaired within 24 hours,

our strategy is three-tiered encompassing
our field service technicians, our service
fleet as well as our dealer network,” said
Dennis.

ket; located close to our customers they
are equipped to rapidly deliver machines,
equipment, parts, spares and after-sales
service across the southern African region.”

“Our dealers are our primary route to mar-
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“Geared to serving the mining industry”

Lalgy’s mining division offers specialised mining logistics services in the northern part
of the country to bluechip mining companies such as ICVL, Jindal and Vale.
We offer dedicated customised material handling solutions on mine site
as well astransportation of ore to port.

Transportes Lalgy, Lda.
Where the road ends, we carry on...
Av. Da Uniao Africana, 441 (ex-estrada Velha Da Matola)
Matola—Maputo, Mozambique
Tel: (258) 21 720 482, Fax.: (258) 21 720 452
Cell: (258) 82 303 5713 / 84 303 5317
E-mail: lalgy@lalgy.co.mz, Web: www.lalgy.co.mz
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